CPOL: complex phase order likelihood as a similarity measure for MR-CT registration.
A novel similarity measure for registering magnetic resonance (MR) and computed tomography (CT) images has been designed and built. MR-CT registration methods often rely on the statistical intensity relationship between the images. The proposed similarity measure instead depends on the statistical relationship between the complex phase order between the images. By utilizing the complex phase order likelihood (CPOL) as a similarity measure, structural relationships instead of intensity relationships are explicitly used. This approach can be advantageous for MR-CT registration, where the intensities of the CT imagery have highly complex and nonlinear relationships with the intensities of corresponding MR imagery but simpler linear structural relationships. This new similarity measure has been tested on real MR-CT 3D volumes and has been evaluated based on fiducial registration error to determine alignment accuracy. Quantitative results show that CPOL is capable of achieving comparable alignment accuracy when compared to normalized mutual information, while being more robust to imaging artifacts such as noise.